WHERE TO WATCH
THE SOLAR
ECLIPSE ONLINE
Mon, Aug 21, 2:57 pm
NASA.GOV
NASA.gov/eclipselive will stream 10 live webcasts, each with a different
angle. See the eclipse from the International Space Station. Watch ground
footage from the point of greatest eclipse outside Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Catch the view from 11 international spacecraft. Or watch the eclipse from
near-space: NASA Space Grant Consortium volunteers are launching 57
high-altitude balloons across the nation, each with its own Raspberry Pi
camera.
NASA expects 100-500 million site hits, so as a backup, you can also catch
the balloon webcast here: eclipse.stream.live

SOCIAL MEDIA
200 million Americans live within a day’s drive of totality, so the Great
American Eclipse will be all over Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. The
official hashtag is #eclipse2017. As soon as the event is over, Eclipse
Megamovie will compile everyone’s smartphone footage into a continuous
video showing the solar eclipse from start to finish. Watch their replay
here: https://eclipsemega.movie

ASTRONOMY.COM
See what the eclipse looks like on the ground from
Denver, Colorado.
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